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Recognizing 
Acts of Heroism

▪I can define and identify tragic heroes.
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(T.O.C.)

In your T.O.C.,
•Write in today’s date: Nov. 13, 2014 (11/13/14)
•Write in today’s topic: 

Tragic Hero - Definition
•Page #: make your T.O.C. and notebook match



Warm-up: Review
So far, we have learned two different 

definitions of a hero. 

Do your best to remember and write the 
definitions of both 

Classic Hero
Modern Hero

After you define them, think of an example 
for each and write it down



We know events can be 
tragic, but can people be 
considered tragic, too?



Heroes

Classic 
Hero

In classical 
mythology, a man, 
especially the son of 
a god and a mortal, 
who is famous for 
possessing some 
extraordinary gift, for 
example, 
superhuman strength



Heroes

Classic 
Hero

Modern
Hero

In classical 
mythology, a man, 
especially the son of 
a god and a mortal, 
who is famous for 
possessing some 
extraordinary gift, for 
example, 
superhuman strength

Somebody who 
commits an act of 
remarkable bravery 
or who has shown 
great courage, 
strength, or another 
admirable quality



Heroes

Classic 
Hero

Modern
Hero

Tragic 
Hero

In classical 
mythology, a man, 
especially the son of 
a god and a mortal, 
who is famous for 
possessing some 
extraordinary gift, for 
example, 
superhuman strength

Somebody who 
commits an act of 
remarkable bravery 
or who has shown 
great courage, 
strength, or another 
admirable quality

An exceptional 
character who makes 
a serious mistake or 
decision that brings 
about his or her own 
downfall or death. 



Tragic Hero

In your notebooks, create this chart:

Book Definition My Definition

An exceptional 
character who makes a 
serious mistake or 
decision that brings 
about his or her own 
downfall or death.

Copy down the definition and then write what it means in your words. 



Tragic Hero Examples

Now, lets come up with some people we feel 
could be considered a tragic hero. 

In your notebook, write down a list of people 
that have done exceptional things, but 

made mistakes that ended their success.


